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Abstract
The airline crew rostering problem involves scheduling tasks for each employee.

Tasks may include flight pairings (sequence of flights that start and end at the
same crew base), standby and reserve, with rest periods and days off in between.
Difficulties in creating a suitable roster arise from deciding between all the possible
task-employee combinations, which must also respect the airline industry’s many
rules, regulations, and self-imposed restrictions.

We can model the crew rostering problem as a set partitioning problem. Due
to the large formulations that arise, we solve the crew scheduling problem with col-
umn generation, commonly solved as resource constrained shortest path problems
(RCSPP). Even with column generation, it is a difficult problem to solve, as finding
the optimal solution is intractable due to the exponential nature of the problem.
So, we must apply acceleration techniques and heuristics to obtain a good solution
in a reasonable time frame.

We introduce airline crew rostering, outline column generation and the difficul-
ties in finding good solutions. We then present strategies to artificially restrict the
number of tasks seen by each RCSPP to reduce the size of the problem and, with it,
the computational burden on the overall solution process. We also highlight these
effects when applied to a real-world crew rostering problem instance.



1 Introduction
Airlines are businesses that operate flights that transport people and freight from
one destination to another. The airline industry is highly competitive, so reducing
costs is important for an airline to maintain a market edge over its competitors.
The highest cost for an airline is fuel (27%), and the next highest is the crew (23%)
(Belobaba, 2009). Crew costs can be reduced by organising work for employees in
an efficient manner, as well as retaining staff through high-quality work schedules.

Airline crew scheduling is the problem of assigning crew to work for all flights
while respecting the airline industry’s many rules, regulations, and self-imposed re-
strictions (rules). The highly combinatorial nature of the problem, coupled with all
the rules, makes airline crew scheduling a complex problem to solve. Traditionally,
airlines have solved it by hand (many small airlines still do). Airlines have increas-
ingly adopted computers (and optimisation software), allowing the crew scheduling
problem to be formulated and solved as an optimisation problem. Scheduling of
airline crew is typically solved in two sequential problems, the crew pairing problem
and the crew rostering problem.

A pairing is a sequence of flights that start and end at the same crew base
(also known as a tour of duty). The airline crew pairing problem looks to create
anonymous (not assigned to a specific crew member) pairings to cover all the flights
the airline is flying while respecting all the rules. The majority of the cost saving
comes from creating efficient pairings. The pairings created from the crew pairing
problem form the work tasks that the crew rostering problem assigns to a specific
crew. They are combined with other work tasks, such as standby and reserve, with
non-work tasks, such as rest periods and days off, to form a complete rosterline for
each airline employee. The crew pairing and the crew rostering problems result in a
complete set of rosterlines for each crew member that covers every flight the airline
operates for the rostering period (typically a month-long) while respecting all the
rules.

One company that offers airlines a crew scheduling optimisation service is CAE.
In this paper, we attempt to improve an aspect of CAE’s crew rostering solver, the
restricted networks heuristic. Section 2 presents the crew rostering problem and
column generation as the solution method. Section 3 introduces the column genera-
tion subproblem and the restricted network heuristics. Section 4 steps through our
computational experiments and insights, with Section 5 ending with us discussing
our future direction.



2 Crew Rostering Problem
The crew rostering problem (CRP) can be formulated as a generalised set parti-
tioning problem with upper-bound constraints as follows:

[CRP] minimise
∑
j∈R

cjxj

subject to
∑
j∈R

atjxj = bt ∀ t ∈ T (1)∑
j∈Re

xj ≤ 1 ∀ e ∈ E (2)

xj ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ R

Here E is the set of employees. T is the set of work tasks (pairings, standby and
reserve) requiring employees to be assigned. R is the set of all feasible rosterlines (a
feasible rosterline is one that satisfies all the rules) for all employees, where Re ⊆ R
is the subset of rosterlines R specific to employee e. The binary decision variable
xj has value one if the jth rosterline is assigned to an employee. The objective is
to minimise the total cost over all the employees’ rosterlines. Constraints (1) are
the generalised set partitioning constraints that ensure bt employees are assigned
to each task t. The variable atj has value one if task t is in the jth rosterline;
otherwise, it is zero. Constraints (2) are the upper-bound constraints ensuring that
each employee is assigned at most one rosterline.

The number of feasible rosterlines |R| grows exponentially with problem size and
quickly becomes computationally intractable. Rather than identifying the entire set
of rosterlines R, we can consider a small subset of rosterlines R̃ ⊆ R and generate
more as the solution process progresses. A restricted master problem (RMP) is a
restricted version of the CRP formulation with R replaced by R̃.

The process of identifying suitable rosterlines (i.e., columns in the CRP formu-
lation) to add to the set R̃ is the basis of column generation. Column generation
is an iterative method that generates columns (rosterlines) while implicitly consid-
ering all the possible columns of the R. During column generation, the RMP is
repeatedly solved with the current set of feasible rosterlines R̃. The optimal solu-
tion to the current linear programming relaxation of RMP provides information to
guide the generation of columns in the next iteration in the form of dual values πt

of constraint (1) for each task t.
The column generation subproblem, which uses these dual values, is then solved

to find feasible rosterlines with negative reduced cost to add into the set R̃ and
then the RMP is resolved. This process is repeated until no negative reduced cost
columns can be found, at which point the last solution found by the RMP is optimal
for the original CRP.

The optimal solution obtained from the RMP is often fractional. Column gen-
eration is often embedded in a branch and bound framework (branch-and-price) to
obtain an integer solution, a good review is given by Barnhart et al. (1998).



3 Employee Task Pools
Routing and scheduling problems (like the CRP) often give rise to column genera-
tion subproblems known as resource-constrained shortest path problems (RCSPP).
In the context of CRP, the RCSPP looks to find the shortest path in a network
comprising all the work and non-work tasks. The path is subject to constraints
that represent the various rules. A feasible path from the source to the sink of the
network will correspond to a feasible rosterline. A minimum cost feasible path rep-
resents a rosterline with the most negative reduced cost. All feasible paths found
while finding a minimum cost path with negative reduced cost are then added to
the feasible rosterline set R̃.

During the column generation process, we need to solve one subproblem for
each employee, as each employee has a specific network with pre-assigned tasks and
historical information related to feasibility with respect to the rules. We define
an employee’s task pool as the set of work tasks that the employee is allowed to
generate rosterlines with. The RCSPP is an NP-Hard problem and thus becomes
computationally intractable if we must consider a task pool containing all possible
tasks.

We use heuristics to solve large-scale CRP problems and obtain any good quality
solution in a realistic runtime. A restricted networks heuristic is one of the many
strategies available (Desaulniers et al., 2002; Gamache et al., 1999). It artificially
restricts the RCSPP network size by reducing the employees’ task pool size, thereby
reducing the individual subproblem solution times and thus reducing the overall
solution runtime.

Recent approaches regarding the restricted networks heuristic includes the work
of Quesnel et al. (2022). Their method of selecting tasks to be in task pools is
by training a neural network with artificial historical data to predict probabilities
that the task will be in the employees’ rosterline in a optimal CRP solution. For
each employee, a proportion of tasks with the highest probabilities are added to the
employee’s task pool. Nillius (2022)1 attempts the approach of Quesnel et al. (2022)
but with real-world training data instead. They train with the previous month’s
CRP formulation and solution to predict the current months employee task pool.
When compared to their testing data, they show that their model’s employees task
pools are no different than creating the task pools randomly.

We propose an alternative approach to improve CAE’s existing restricted net-
works heuristic. Our approach involves solving an integer program, the employee

1The author cites Quesnel et al. (2022) as an inspiration.



task pool assignment problem (ETP). We formulate the ETP as follows:

[ETP] maximise
∑
t∈T

∑
e∈E

cteyte

subject to pmin
t ≤

∑
e∈E|t∈Te

yte ≤ pmax
t ∀ t ∈ T (3)

1 ≤
∑

t∈Te|tdep.day=d

yte ≤ v ∀ e ∈ E,∀ d ∈ D (4)

yte ∈ {0, 1} ∀ t ∈ T,∀ e ∈ E

Here E is the set of employees, T is the set of work tasks to be rostered, where
Te ⊆ T is the subset of tasks that employee e can work, and D is the set of
days in the current rostering period to be solved. The binary decision variable yte
determines if task t is assigned to employee e’s task pool. Constraints (3) ensure
that every task t is assigned to at least pmin

t and at most pmax
t employees. Constraints

(4) ensure that each employee’s task pool has at most v different work task options
starting on (dep.day) every day d in the rostering period. The reward cte is the
reward gained when task t is assigned to employee e’s task pool. The objective of
the ETP is to maximise the total rewards.

The task pool sizes are defined by parameters pmin
t , pmax

t and v, where the values
should be adequately chosen based on the problem’s size. The specific tasks that will
be allocated to each employee’s task pool by the ETP are determined by the rewards
cte. The following sections highlight some of the reward values we experimented
with, computational results, and strategies to improve on the presented work in the
future.

4 Computational Experiments
We perform our experiments on a mixed haul (short and long haul) airline’s tech-
nical crew over two different length roster periods, with specific problem character-
istics shown in Table 1. Our first experiment uses the Mixed-Tech-31D-01, which
has a rostering period of 31 days, a size which is typically solved in practice. We
then conduct preliminary experiments on the smaller instance Mixed-Tech-20D-01.

The solution quality reported (CRP objective) is a weighted sum of the slacks for
constraints (1) and (2) and the quality of the individual employee’s rosterline with
respect to the rules. So, the smaller the solution quality metric, the better the crew
roster is. Note that we only report the runtime to solve the linear programming
relaxation of the CRP.

Table 1: Problem instance characteristics for our anonymous airline data, with employees
and flight tasks rounded to the nearest 100.

Name Rostering Days Employees Flight Tasks
Mixed-Tech-20D-01 20 800 3000
Mixed-Tech-31D-01 31 800 4600
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Figure 1: Mixed-Tech-31D-01 runtimes and solution qualities for different static task
pools; the labels indicate the number of average work tasks per day v̄ across all the
employees’ task pools.

4.1 Static Task Pools

We first compare the solution quality and runtime for problem Mixed-Tech-31D-01
with task pools found with CAE’s existing heuristic and our ETP. For both ap-
proaches, we create the task pools before the column generation begins and we do
not modify them during the solution process. We only change the size parameter
for the CAE approach, whereas for the ETP, we change the maximum work task
per day parameter v (with v ∈ {2, 3, 4}) and the randomly generated rewards val-
ues cte. The rewards cte for the ETP here are randomly generated as a uniformly
distributed random value between 0 and 1 for every task-employee pair t, e.

Figure 1 illustrates how our task pools from the ETP perform against the exist-
ing CAE heuristic. We solve the Mixed-Tech-31D-01 problem with several different
task pools sizes for each approach so we also see how the task pool size affects the
solution quality and runtime. The labels in Figure 1 indicate the average number
of work task per day (v̄) value across all the employees’ task pools, which will be
lower than the ETP task per day value v due to employee preassigned tasks. The
average task per day value v̄ gives us a measure of the task pools’ size after being
created by the ETP (and CAE heuristic).

Within each approach, Figure 1 shows (as we have noted in Section 3) runtime
is proportional to the size of the task pool. As the task pool size increases we
also obtain better solution qualities (along side the increase in runtime) because
the column generator is less restricted. Between tasks pools with similar average
number of tasks per day v̄, our results in Figure 1 show that our approach has a
better solution quality and has faster runtime than CAE’s heuristic. A possible
reason for this is the fairly ad-hoc approach by CAE to create their task pools.
These results prompt our research to explore whether we can improve our ETP,
as we would expect task pools generated with carefully chosen reward values to
outperform random reward values.
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Figure 2: Mixed-Tech-20D-01 runtimes and solution qualities for multiple static task
pools obtained from the ETP. Each task pool is created with different random reward
values.

Figure 2 compares the runtime and solution quality for the problem Mixed-Tech-
20D-01 between different task pools obtained from solving our ETP. It shows task
pools with ETP parameters v = 2 and v = 4 with random rewards cte uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1, with five different sets of random costs generated for
each v-value.

Within each v group we can see variation in solution quality and runtime, with
more pronounced runtime variation in the v = 4 group. This indicates that specific
task pools can obtain a better solution quality than others. The results support
the idea that selecting certain combinations of tasks is better than others. It also
highlights the need of making task pools as small as possible to keep runtimes low.

4.2 Dynamic Task Pools

Different rostering periods are often very different in practice. Factors such as
seasonal variation in flights, employee preassigned flights or vacation and employees’
history all contribute to making the current CRP very different from previous CRPs.
So it can be difficult to identify good tasks for the task pools from previous data. We
are attempting to avoid this hurdle by using information obtainable from only the
current problem instance. Specifically, we will use information during the solution
process to enable us to dynamically adjust our task pools (that we may have poorly
created). The goal is to produce good CRP solutions while maintaining a short
runtime by keeping the task pool small.

Figure 3 shows the results of two different strategies to add n tasks from the
subset of tasks that the employee can work (Te) to the task pool of each employee e.
The tasks are added at the same column generation iteration (iteration 17) partway
through the solution process for each experiment. One strategy is to add n tasks
from Te with the largest duals for constraint (1) πt (from the current iteration),
breaking ties randomly. The other strategy is to add n different tasks chosen
randomly from Te to each employee’s task pool.
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Figure 3: Mixed-Tech-20D-01 runtimes and solution qualities for the dynamic task pools
obtained from the ETP. The labels indicate the number of additional tasks n added to the
task pool during the solution process.

In Figure 3, as we increase the number of tasks added (n), the runtime increases,
and solution quality improves as a consequence of the task pool size increasing,
similar to Figure 2. Figure 3 also compares the task pool without added tasks (with
n = 0) and the average solution quality and runtime for the v = 4 group from
Figure 2. The results provide evidence that using information from the current
solution can be beneficial towards identifying the best employee task pools. We
chose the value n = 32 so the average tasks per day v̄ after adding tasks to the task
pool is comparable to the average v = 4 group from Figure 2 at v̄ = 3.2. The similar
average tasks per day value (after tasks are added to the task pool) indicates that
starting with a smaller task pool and adding tasks during the column generation
leads to faster runtimes than starting with a bigger task pool size. Between the
different strategies to add n tasks, aside from n = 32, the task pools modified with
tasks based on dual values πt obtain a better solution quality in a faster runtime
than adding random tasks, indicating that information based on the current solution
can be useful in improving an initial task pool.

We have also investigated changing the task pool dynamically after every column
generation iteration. The first method uses the dual values πt of constraint (1) for
all employees e, as the reward cte for the ETP. The intuition behind this is that the
RMP indicates to the column generator that certain tasks are more ‘needed’ than
others by their respective dual values for each constraint (1) and (2). By using
the dual values as rewards, the tasks with higher dual values are more likely to be
placed in an employee’s task pool. Hence the column generator should be able to
create more columns that include tasks with high dual values. The other method is
randomly assigning the rewards cte, where ETP is re-solved with different uniformly
distributed random reward values in every column generation iteration.

Figure 4 shows that when we use dynamic task pools using the current duals
πt as rewards cte for the ETP in every iteration, it performs both worse in solution
quality and runtime than the static task pools from Figure 2. It also shows the
dynamic task pools that are created with random rewards cte perform better in
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Figure 4: Mixed-Tech-20D-01 runtimes and solution qualities for the dynamic task pools
by resolving the ETP with different rewards cte every column generation iteration. It
also shows the averaged results (across the 5 runs in each v-group) from Figure 2 and the
n = 32 added tasks from Figure 3 for comparison.

solution quality and runtime than the static task pools from Figure 2. Between each
other, using the duals πt performs worse than using random rewards for the ETP.
We currently do not have an explanation for this, but we suspect that completely
changing the task pool every iteration may have an effect here.

5 Conclusion
We set out to improve CAE’s restricted networks heuristic for the airline crew
rostering problem. We formulated an ETP as an alternative strategy to create
employee task pools. Through our initial experiments, we have shown that the ETP
may create better task pools than CAE’s current approach. However, more work
needs to be done to identify the best strategy(s) with more extensive experiments
to improve further the runtimes and solution qualities that can be achieved.

Our current results are limited to one particular problem instance (over different
rostering periods), so we need to be certain whether our results are specific to a
particular instance or can be generalised to all instances. So one of the next steps
for us is to perform these same experiments over a series of different real-world
instances to see if the trends we have seen remain the same. Furthermore, we can
still explore many different strategies for extending the dynamic task pool approach,
such as considering variations on when to adjust the task pool or which specific task
pools to modify.
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